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The Ford Escape is a compact crossover vehicle sold by Ford since over four generations. Ford
released the original model in for the model year. It was jointly developed and released with
Mazda of Japan, who took a lead in the engineering of the two models and sold their version as
the Mazda Tribute. Although the Escape and Tribute shared the same underpinnings
constructed from the Ford CD2 platform based on Mazda GF underpinnings , the only panels
common to the two vehicles were the roof and floor pressings. Powertrains were supplied by
Mazda with respect to the base inline-four engine , with Ford providing the optional V6. At first,
the twinned models were assembled by Ford in the US for North American consumption, with
Mazda in Japan supplying cars for other markets. This followed a long history of Mazda-derived
Fords, starting with the Ford Courier in the s. Ford also sold the first generation Escape in
Europe and China as the Ford Maverick , replacing the previous Nissan-sourced model. Then in
, for the model year, Ford's luxury Mercury division released a rebadged version called the
Mercury Mariner , sold mainly in North America. The first iteration Escape remains notable as
the first SUV to offer a hybrid drivetrain option, released in for the model year to North American
markets only. For Asia-Pacific markets, both received respective facelifts in and had production
fully transferred to Ford Lio Ho in Taiwan. Extended production of the Mazda lasted until , with
the Ford lingering on until Second generations of the Ford Escape, Mercury Mariner, and Mazda
Tribute were released in for the model year, but mostly restricted to North America. The North
American second generations were merely reskins of the first, with carry-over mechanicals, but
with restyled exterior panels and a redesigned interior. Unlike the collaborative approach taken
with the previous model, this time the design and engineering was carried out by Ford. A hybrid
option was again available. The Mercury version lasted until late , withdrawn from the market as
part of the closure of the Mercury brand, with Mazda's Tribute ending production in late Ford
ended manufacture of the second series Escape in Ford released a third generation in for the
model year, again, limited to North America. This time, rather than issuing an indigenous, albeit
Mazda-derived model, Ford rebadged the Europe-designed Ford Kuga. Although still
manufactured in the US, and fitted with slightly different powertrains, the third generation
Escape is fully aligned with the Kuga as per the "One Ford" plan of having only one vehicle per
segment internationally. The first generation of Ford Escape was released in for the model year.
It was jointly developed with Mazda , in which Ford owned a controlling interest, and was
released simultaneously with the Mazda Tribute. At the time, larger sport-utility vehicles tended
to use pickup truck -based, body-on-frame designs. Solid rear axles were commonly used on
the full-sized truck-based SUVs and Jeep Cherokee due to their ability to carry heavy loads at
the expense of a comfortable ride and good handling. Ford and Mazda decided to offer a
car-like, unibody design with a fully independent suspension and rack and pinion steering
similar to the RAV4 and CR-V in the Escape. If slipping is detected at the front, more power will
be sent to the rear wheels in a fraction of a second. The Control Trac II system allows for a
four-wheel drive vehicle without the use of a center differential. The entire braking system was
built by Continental Teves , including the ABS and various related suspension components.
Only two versions were made, the 2. The absence of a diesel version did not help sales and the
vehicle was temporarily discontinued in late The Maverick was reintroduced in in certain
European markets with the Duratec V6 engine. The Maverick was assembled in Russia for the
Russian market. The Maverick was primarily designed for on-road use â€” sold with normal
road tires, and to be used with front-wheel drive most of the time. Crash-test results for the
Escape have been mixed. All Escapes are equipped with a passive 'Immobiliser' called
SecuriLock. This feature includes an 'RFID' chip embedded in the key, which the car reads each
time the driver inserts the key. If the key doesn't provide a valid confirmation signal, the vehicle
does not run, even if the key is perfectly cut to match the original. Theft, injury, and collision
losses reported to insurance companies for the Escape are among the lowest in its class. In the
United States, all Escapes included standard equipment such as power windows with an
automatic driver's side window, power door locks, anti-lock braking system ABS , keyless entry,
a folding rear-bench seat, inch wheels, and air conditioning. In addition, an Escape buyer could
choose from one of several different trim levels that were available, which included:. Options
include or inch alloy wheels, the 3. XLT â€” : As the top-of-the-line trim level of the Escape in ,
and the most popular trim level of the Escape throughout its entire run â€” , the XLT added the
following equipment to the base XLS trim level: inch alloy wheels, security alarm, cloth seating
surfaces, and an enhanced interior. It added equipment to the standard XLT equipment: the V6
engine, four-speed automatic transmission, sport interior trim, and inch machined alloy wheels.
Options were the same as the standard XLT trim level. Options were limited, but included a
power sunroof. Options included a powered sunroof, a unique integrated GPS navigational
system with hybrid information system, Sirius Satellite Radio , the seven-speaker premium
audio system with amplifier and rear-mounted subwoofer, leather-trimmed seating surfaces,

and a "two-tone" exterior paint scheme, with silver-painted lower exterior trim and front and rear
bumpers. The Escape and Tribute were updated in February for the model year with a new base
engine the 2. Ford also added advanced airbag and seatbelt safety systems, an intelligent AWD
system, and exterior minor changes, which included a redesigned front bumper. The model year
was the first with an automatic transmission available on the base four-cylinder models. The
automatic shifter was moved from the column to the console on all models equipped with
automatic transmissions. Ford also deleted the recline feature on the rear seats to improve the
safety of occupants in the rear seats in the case of a rear crash. On the inside, changes
included a floor-mounted automatic-transmission shifter, in place of the column shifter, as well
as a redesigned center stack containing audio and climate controls. Climate control is
automatic on all models except the XLS. The Limited model also featured full color-coded
bumpers, wheel arches and side moldings, as well as side mirrors with integrated LED
indicators. Rear drum brakes have been replaced by disc brakes all round. The 3. Both engines
had been certified to meet Euro III emission regulations. A four-speed automatic carried over
and was the sole transmission choice. Two different four-speed automatic transmissions were
used, CD4E for 3. In Australia, the V6 engine was dropped, leaving only the 2. The model range
was also simplified, with only a single specification available. Changes to the body included an
all-new front bumper, grille, headlights and bonnet, featuring an enlarged Ford emblem set upon
a three-bar chrome grille. At the rear, new, slimmer tail lights were featured, which were
arranged horizontally, rather than vertically. In addition, the B-pillar was now painted black,
rather than body-colour. Compared with the previous model, all external bumpers, mirrors, and
cladding were painted the same colour as the body previously, this was only available on the
upscale Limited model. Equipment levels have also improved. Compared to the base model ZC
Escape, the ZD included standard side airbags, automatic climate control, 16" alloy wheels, and
mirrors with integrated indicators. Unlike most other competitors in its class, curtain airbags
and electronic stability control were not available. Chrome trim was completely removed from
the grille, replaced with a smaller, black honeycomb grille as the last Ford Escape. In its final
years, it was sold side by side with its successor, Ford Kuga until the Kuga replaced it in The
â€” Mazda Tribute was available as front- or four-wheel drive and featured a plain-looking but
comfortable roomy interior, decent handling and car-like ride. The Tribute and Escape debuted
in , offering front or all wheel drive and a choice of a transversely mounted 2. The 2. Both the
Escape and Tribute were refreshed in for the model year. The base engine became the Mazda 2.
In North American-built models, a floor-mounted automatic transmission shifter replaced the
column shifter. However, Japanese-built models continued with a column shifter. Mazda
decided to halt production after the model year. Mazda Japan released a limited version, the
Mazdaspeed Tribute, in the year with a 2. However, Mazda Japan decided to end its production
in A significantly facelifted version of the Tribute was released in the second half of for Asia
Pacific markets. The updated Tribute featured a larger, bolder grille, with an enlarged Mazda
emblem, as well as restyled front bumper and headlights. Side mirrors featured integrated
indicators. On the inside, changes included a new floor-mounted automatic-transmission
shifter, in place of the old column shifter Asia-Pacific model only; US-built Tribute gained the
floor shifter in The dash was updated with a brand-new radio and automatic climate control with
digital read-out, on certain models. Mechanically, the rear drum brakes were replaced by disc
brakes. Starting from , Mazda stopped selling and producing Tribute in Japan, and replaced it
with the similar-sized CX In , Mazda Australia also discontinued the Tribute, the absence of the
Tribute being filled by the Mazda CX-7 introduced in the previous year. This arrangement
continued until early , when the Tribute for the Asia-Pacific markets ceased production, being
fully replaced by the CX-7 imported from Japan. Introduced in for the model-year refresh of the
Ford Escape in the US, Ford's Mercury division released a luxury version called the Mercury
Mariner. The Mercury includes stylistic differences, such as a two-tone interior, turn signal
repeaters borrowed from the European-market Ford Maverick the Escape's name in Europe ,
monotone cladding, and the signature Mercury "waterfall" front grille. Unlike its counterparts, a
manual transmission was not part of the powertrain lineup. The Mariner was the first Mercury
with a four-cylinder since the Mercury Cougar was dropped in For , the lineup was expanded
with the introduction of the Mariner Hybrid. Sales ended after the model, replaced by a second
generation, again a rebadged Ford Escape. There have also been several undisclosed security
modifications made to the vehicle. It was launched to the U. The Mariner hybrid sold a total of
12, units. Like the Ford Escape Hybrid, the Mariner Hybrid is a "full" hybrid electric system,
meaning the system can switch automatically between pure electric power, pure gasoline
engine power, or a combination of electric battery and gasoline engine operating together, for
maximum performance and efficiency at all speeds and loads. When braking or decelerating,
the Mariner's hybrid system uses regenerative braking, where the electric drive motor becomes

a generator, converting the vehicle's momentum back to electricity for storage in the batteries.
Again, just like the Escape Hybrid, it gets a respectable average of 34 miles per US gallon 6.
While the Mercury Mariner was also offered as a hybrid, the option was not available on the
Mazda Tribute. Escape hybrid versions can be identified by the "Hybrid" badges located on the
front driver's and passenger's doors as well as near the right tailgate. In addition, the driver's
side window in the cargo area is smaller to accommodate a ventilation slot for the high voltage
battery. There was also a "Special Appearance Package" available as an option on the â€”
Hybrid models. This package replaced the traditional lower cladding of the Escape with a silver
finish. Standard equipment on the Escape Hybrid includes: an eight-way power adjustable
driver's seat , dual-zone automatic air conditioning , cruise control , a six- CD stereo, inch alloy
wheels , power door locks with remote keyless entry , and power windows. Ford built 17,
Escape Hybrids in the second half of , four times as many as it had originally planned. The
Escape Hybrid uses hybrid technology similar to that used in the Toyota Prius. Ford engineers
realized their technology may conflict with patents held by Toyota, which led to a patent-sharing
accord between the companies, licensing Ford's use of some of Toyota's hybrid technology [23]
in exchange for Toyota's use of some of Ford's diesel and direct-injection engine technology.
While Toyota produces its third-generation Prius transmission in-house, Aisin is the only
supplier of hybrid transmissions to other manufacturers. Friction has arisen concerning Aisin's
allocation of limited production capacity and engineering resources to Ford. The Escape Hybrid
is a full hybrid , meaning the system can switch automatically between pure electric power, pure
gasoline engine power, or a combination of electric battery and gasoline engine operating
together, for maximum performance and efficiency at all speeds and loads. When braking or
decelerating, the Escape's hybrid system uses regenerative braking , where the electric drive
motor becomes a generator, converting the vehicle's momentum back to electricity for storage
in the batteries. To obtain these mileage figures, the owners manual states that pure gasoline,
not ethanol blends, must be used. In , Ford showed an Escape that could run on E85 fuel. Unlike
conventional vehicles, hybrids often achieve better figures in the city because they do not
waste power idling and can recover some power when stopping by using regenerative braking
that would be wasted in a conventional vehicle. In April , Ford issued a recall on , Ford Escapes
and Mazda Tributes for model years for Escapes manufactured October 22, through January 23,
for Canada and the northern "salt belt" states in the US. Subframe rust can result in the lower
control arm mount breaking or detaching from the subframe, resulting in a loss of steering
control and the risk of crash. Dealers have installed a crossbrace reinforcement to any vehicle
affected by the recall. Model years were not affected. The Escape still uses the CD2 platform.
The updated Escape received some styling cues from the Explorer , Edge , and Expedition.
Changes include a new grille with larger headlamps in the front fascia, while the sides were
revised with cleaner lines and rounder wheel arches. The interior is also completely redesigned,
including the newest standard Ford family navigation system. The Escape and its Mercury
Mariner sibling were the first vehicles to feature Ford's pull-drift steering mode, an
enhancement made possible by applying software control to the Electric Power Steering EPS
system. It features a revised front and rear fascia, incorporating Ford's three-bar grille styling
theme and restyled LED tail lamps. The optional 3. The "Escape" badge is entirely removed from
the front doors. The Hybrid is also upgraded to use the 2. Other mechanical changes include a
new The braking system for the Hybrid versions has been revised with a vacuum assist unit that
reviewers have said give the brakes a consistent feel over the entire travel of the brake pedal.
However, the brakes, when tested, gave the Escape extremely long stops. This generation also
saw the introduction of the optional "sport appearance package", which includes the upgraded
3. This option was only available on the XLT trim level and only with ingot silver, sterling grey,
steel blue or tuxedo black metallic paints. The Escape underwent some minor aerodynamic
changes for , including a revised front chin spoiler and rear tire spoilers. Along with the addition
of rear tire spoilers is an optional 17" chrome-clad wheel equipped with a new Michelin
"Low-Rolling-Resistance-Tire", slightly increasing ground clearance and improving traction
over the standard 16" wheels and tires. Another new feature is Ford's Easy-Fuel capless fuel
filling system. As of August the Escape was among the four Ford vehicles, along with the
Focus, F-Series and Ranger, to benefit the most from the Cash for Clunkers program, where it
showed a 49 percent increase in sales. In for the model year, the Escape will add three new
features that will be standard on all trims: Ford's MyKey, trailer sway controls and Integrated
Spotter Mirror for better blind spot viewing. Everything else added in the and model years will
be carried over, but the optional orders have been renamed to Rapid Specification Codes s for
XLS, s for XLT, and s for Limited. Active Park Assist will detect an available parallel parking
space and automatically steer the vehicle into the space hands free while the driver controls the
accelerator, gearshift and brakes. The system will visually and audibly instruct the driver to park

the vehicle. Active Park Assist system uses sensors on the front and rear of the vehicle to guide
the vehicle into a parking space. Rear-view camera system â€” uses an exterior camera
embedded in the rear of the vehicle that sends images to a video display in the rearview mirror
or the navigation system screen to help enhance visibility directly behind the vehicle when it is
in reverse. No cosmetic changes were made for the model year. There are no cosmetic or
equipment changes for the model year. Previously unavailable Electronic Stability Control
system became standard on the second generation. In roof strength tests the Escape receives a
"Marginal" rating while hybrid models are rated "Poor". In for the model year, the Tribute was
significantly revamped, like its Ford Escape and Mercury Mariner siblings. Originally set to be
renamed the Mazda CX-5 , the vehicle kept the Tribute name. The changes were significant, but
fell short of a "clean sheet" redesign, as the vehicles remained on the CD2 platform , and kept
the old 2. Visible changes include all new sheet metal and interior. The interior was significantly
upgraded using all new components and higher quality materials, and was generally praised by
automotive journalists. Notable changes to the exterior include higher belt line, and more
pronounced wheel arches. Overall the car was to look larger and more substantial than the
previous model. As a cost-saving measure, the rear brake was reverted to drum brake , with
predictable criticisms. The Tribute received additional major changes to improve performance
for the model year, mostly by way of mechanical upgrades. Most significantly, all new engines
replaced the increasingly outmatched 2. Mazda's new MZR 2. It also sees a 1 mpg improvement.
The Tribute Hybrid was dropped after the model year. Another significant change was the
switch to Ford's new 6F 6-speed automatic , which became standard on all V6 equipped models
and optional on the I4. As well, new front and Others changes included redesigned seats,
daytime running lamps, optional steering mounted audio controls, and other additional features.
The Tribute was discontinued in November at the end of the model year, replaced by the Mazda
CX-5 for For the model year the Mariner was significantly updated with a new look although it
remained on the Ford CD2 platform used by the previous generation. The changes included a
new seats, headlights, taillights, a new liftgate, a higher beltline and new doors and wheels. The
interior was also significantly updated with higher quality materials and more refined features.
The engines remained the same but the 3. Sporting a 2. Also, the existing 3. For the model year,
the Mariner added Ford's MyKey and trailer sway controls as standard on all trim levels. The
Mariner engine has a Flex-Fuel option on all modelsâ€”meaning they can use E85 fuel or regular
unleaded only on the optional V6 engine. Ford has also done away with the Euro-style turn
signal repeaters for this model year. For the model year, the Mariner featured HD Radio as a
standard, but continued with the same features as the models. This version of the Mariner was
its last, as Ford discontinued the Mercury brand due to declining sales. Ford ended production
of the Mariner in October The last one rolled off the assembly line on October 5, The second
generation Ford Escape Hybrid received some minor styling tweaks inside and out. The major
cosmetic changes included new bumpers, grille, headlights and taillights to match Ford's new
edge style. But the drivetrain was essentially the same mechanically but has had extensive
software modifications. However, the added weight was blamed for an adverse effect in
handling. The second generation Escape Hybrid was offered in two levels of specification, an
undesignated base model and the more expensive "Limited" trim. The "Limited" adds: a chrome
front grille, heated front seats, a six-way power driver's seat and full leather upholstery, rear
park assist , ambient lighting, and inch six-spoke alloy wheels. New optional extras are active
park assist and a rear-view camera. From , the gas engine was 2. The U. Department of Energy.
By early Ford discontinued the production of the Escape Hybrid due to the introduction of the
third generation Escape. Two of the new model year Escapes have direct-injected and
turbocharged EcoBoost units of 1. A total of , Escape Hybrids were built since , along with 12,
units of its sibling the Mercury Mariner Hybrid , discontinued in This project was a collaboration
aimed to explore the future of plug-in hybrids and evaluate how the vehicles might interact with
the home and the utility's electrical grid. Some of the vehicles were evaluated "in typical
customer settings", according to Ford. This plug-in version of the Escape Hybrid runs on
gasoline or E85 and is also part of the demonstration fleet Ford developed in a partnership with
Southern California Edison and the Electric Power Research Institute. The vehicle has a display
system that shows the driver how efficient the vehicle is at any given time. If the vehicle uses its
engine and is running in traditional hybrid mode, fuel economy is rated at 88 miles per U. This
technology allows the vehicle operator to program when to recharge the vehicle, for how long
and at what utility rate. The battery systems communicate directly with the electrical grid via
smart meters provided by utility companies through wireless networking. The Ford
demonstration vehicles and Hybrids Plus conversions are similar. The conversion involves the
replacement of the original NiMH battery , located on the floor of the trunk, with a larger
capacity Li-ion battery , in the same location and substantially the same volume as the original

battery. The Electrovaya and Hymotion conversions retain the original battery, and augment its
capacity with a Li-ion battery that occupies a significant portion of the trunk. In all cases, the
conversion also involves the addition of a charger and of a power plug. The third generation
was designed and rebadged by Ford of Europe alongside the largely identical European-market
Ford Kuga. Other markets that previously used the "Escape" nameplate have switched to
"Kuga" under the One Ford program, apart from the Middle East where it still bears the
"Escape" nameplate. The fourth generation Ford Escape made its official debut on April 2, , and
went on sale in the third quarter of as a model. It also serves the next generation Ford Kuga for
countries outside North America. In China, the fourth generation Escape has a slightly restyled
front fascia compared to the North American version, and would be sold alongside the previous
generation, which was sold as the Ford Kuga. There are four new engine-transmission
combinations including a plug-in gas-electric hybrid that can go 37 miles on electricity alone
with an efficiency rating of MPGe, [79] as well as a conventional hybrid and two turbocharged
engines mated to an eight-speed automatic transmission. The base engine, a turbocharged 1. It
is paired with an eight-speed automatic transmission with front-wheel drive or optional all-wheel
drive. An available turbocharged 2. The Escape Hybrid, returning after an extended absence,
and all new plug-in hybrid are powered by a 2. The standard hybrid's battery pack is rated at 1.
Combined horsepower for the standard hybrid is horsepower, while the plug-in has combined
horsepower. Every Escape also comes with these safety features: [83]. On October 17, , this
new generation came to the Mexican market. In China, the fourth generation Ford Escape was
sold alongside its predecessor, which was sold as the Kuga in China. The Chinese market
version features a restyled front fascia with a larger grille, and the blue oval logo being
positioned in the center of the grille. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Sport utility vehicle
manufactured by Ford. Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford Kuga. Ford Escape third generation.
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better-known nameplates in the car business. Alas, much of that renown comes from past
deeds instead of present success. This generation Ford Taurus, which the model represents,
dates back a decade. It hasn't received many updates either, other than a face-lift in and the
adoption of the Sync 3 infotainment interface in To its credit, the Taurus remains compelling for
a few reasons. The ride is very comfortable, even in the high-octane SHO version, which
features larger wheels and a sport-tuned suspension. We also like certain aspects of the
interior, with high-quality materials, a quiet ride, and easy entry and exit. The Sync 3 system is
another highlight. We think it's one of the most intuitive user interfaces on the market. However,
the Taurus has numerous drawbacks, adding up to a car that is not suited for everyone. The
cabin feels unusually tight for such a large vehicle, especially in the back seat. The tall rear
bench and short roof reduce headroom, and there's not much legroom either. Even in its lowest
position, the driver sits unusually high and looks down at the dashboard or out the window.
Ford's decision to remove features â€” the power-adjustable steering wheel and power rear
sunshade have been nixed for â€” is perplexing as the car ages and naturally loses ground to
newer large sedan competitors. The Ford Taurus isn't a bad car, but nearly every one of its
rivals is newer and more competent. The redesigned Toyota Avalon and recently refreshed Kia
Cadenza are comfortable cruisers that offer more room, while the Dodge Charger remains a
good choice if you want some muscle-car flair. The Ford Taurus is a five-passenger large sedan
sold in four trim levels. The base SE is modestly equipped, which is why buyers looking for
21st-century tech should strongly consider the next-level SEL. It counts rear parking sensors,
dual-zone climate control and puddle lamps among its upgrades. The Limited is significantly
more expensive since it comes with items that are optional for the SEL, plus additional luxury
features. The SHO is a different beast entirely, marrying most of the Limited's features with a
high-performance V6 and a sport suspension. For power, the SE relies on a 3. Stepping up to
the SEL adds LED daytime running lights, body-colored heated mirrors with puddle lamps, rear
parking sensors, remote engine start, dual-zone automatic climate control, upgraded cloth
upholstery and interior trim, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and satellite
radio. Leather upholstery paired with heated front seats is available as a stand-alone option.
The SEL can also be had with the Equipment Group A option package, which adds keyless entry
and ignition, an additional center speaker for the audio system and the Sync 3 infotainment
system, which includes an 8-inch touchscreen and smartphone integration via Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto. The more luxurious Taurus Limited gets you all the Equipment Group A
items, plus inch alloy wheels, automatic high-beam control, automatic wipers, an auto-dimming
rearview mirror and driver-side mirror, power-adjustable pedals, leather upholstery, heated and
ventilated way power front seats, driver-seat memory settings, heated second-row seats, a
heated steering wheel, ambient interior lighting, blind-spot monitoring with rear cross-traffic
alert, and a premium Sony audio system with HD radio. Limited models can also be had with the
Driver Assist option package, which includes adaptive cruise control, an automated parallel
parking system, a forward collision warning system, and lane departure warning and
intervention. Stand-alone options for both the SEL and the Limited include inch alloy wheels, a
sunroof, a rear spoiler and a navigation system. The sporty SHO starts with most of the
Limited's standard equipment and adds all-wheel drive, a turbocharged 3. Most Limited options
are also available for the SHO, along with a SHO Performance package that adds a revised
final-drive ratio for quicker acceleration, summer performance tires, stiffer suspension tuning,
upgraded brake pads, special steering tuning, an enhanced stability control system with a Track
mode, and simulated-suede trim on the steering wheel. Love this car. I traded a Mustang GT 50
Anniversary on this as I wanted a car that could actually carry more than 2 people. It's quiet, has
more than enough power, gets decent gas mileage and looks great. With heated and adjustable
steering wheel and pedal, seat memory, heated and cooled seats and Sync 3, it has all I need

and want. SHO would have been nice but hard to find. Write a review. See all 6 reviews. Looking
for a large sedan with top-notch safety scores? The Ford Taurus might be a good match. Here's
a quick rundown of what we like, what we don't and the bottom line from the Edmunds editors.
The Taurus used to be Ford's midsize sedan. Recent years it's become Ford's full size sedan.
Three engines to choose from, the standard v-6 puts out horsepower. It's pretty robust. There's
also a two-liter turbo four cylinder engine, horsepower, not that much more fuel efficient, so I
would recommend driving both to see what your preference is. And finally, the SHO
performance version has a twin turbo v-6, horsepower. It's quick, but not that quick compared
to other high performance large sedans. Around the back you're looking at one of the Taurus's
most distinctive features, namely the enormous trunk. One of the largest you'll find in any car.
Taurus also offers optional all wheel drive, has a pretty comfortable ride as you'd expect from a
large sedan. In back there's enough passenger space by the numbers, but it might feel a little
claustrophobic in there. The Taurus's high beltline, swoopy roofline, combine to make it feel
slightly cramped, especially if you're on the taller side. Up front the dashboard design continues
to be a leader in this segment in terms of style. It's a dual cowl overlay above the panels. Clean
layout SYNC 3 infotainment system, is one of the better ones out there. Nice touch screen, easy
to use, pretty responsive. The bottom line with the Taurus is that it's not the newest vehicle in
this class, but still fully competitive. It's an old fashioned highway cruiser, lots of options to
choose from, certainly worth considering. For more Edmond's expert rundowns, click the link to
subscribe. The Ford Fusion is the Taurus' smaller sibling, but passengers might actually find it
more spacious. The Fusion is quite roomy against its midsize competitors, while the Taurus
feels positively claustrophobic. The Fusion's sharp handling means it's generally more fun to
drive, too. Its lower price and more efficient engines equate to a lower cost of ownership. The
Chevrolet Impala isn't the newest kid on the block, but continuous improvements since its
redesign keep it from becoming stale. Ride comfort is superlative, and the interior is much
roomier than the Taurus'. As long as you skip the middling four-cylinder engine, the Impala is
the clear winner here. Like the Taurus, the Dodge Charger is a large sedan that isn't as roomy
on the inside as its exterior dimensions suggest. It's still suitable for four adults, but the wide
selection of high-performance engines make it clear that the driver is the most important. A
muscular V6 is standard, but enthusiasts will be drawn to one of the three available V8s, with
power outputs ranging from horsepower to hp. In a market flooded with small, high-tech,
fuel-efficient cars, the Taurus has an old-school vibe that will resonate with some buyers.
Unfortunately, it's the current-generation Taurus' 10th year of production, and the Taurus is
showing its age in ways that aren't so commendable. And other large sedans do a better job
with more fuel-efficient powertrains, better driving dynamics, newer technology and nicer cabin
trim. The Taurus offers two engine choices. Most trims are powered by a 3. Front-wheel drive is
standard with this engine; all-wheel drive is optional on all but the base model. If you want a bit
more pep in your step, the Taurus SHO abides. All-wheel drive is standard on this beast. The
more sedate Taurus variants start with the SE model. Standard features include automatic
headlights, power front seats and a pair of USB ports. As you might have gathered, the SE is
fairly basic, and shoppers looking for a large sedan with a dash of luxury should step up to the
next-level SEL. It doesn't cost much to upgrade to the SEL, but a considerable number of
features are added, including dual-zone climate control, rear parking sensors and satellite radio.
SEL models can be ordered with the Equipment Group A package, which counts the Sync 3
infotainment system among its perks. For increased passenger comfort, consider the high-end
Limited model. Perforated leather upholstery, blind-spot monitoring, and heated and ventilated
front seats are all present. Although the Taurus SHO is pricier, its sporty additions transform
the character of this car from highway cruiser to bruiser. In addition to the performance motor,
the SHO adds larger wheels, a sport-tuned suspension and paddle shifters. The Taurus SHO is
certainly more fun to drive than the rest of the lineup, but it isn't quite as thrilling as
high-performance versions of some of its competitors. Standard models fit the Taurus' stately
character a little better, with a comfortable ride, roomy cabin and low noise levels. Overall, it's
not as high-tech and splashy as newer rivals, but that might be a benefit for its customer base.
If you decide the Ford Taurus is the large sedan for you, make sure to use Edmunds' pricing
and inventory tools to find a perfect match. Available styles include Limited 4dr Sedan 3.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford Taurus and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Taurus 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Taurus. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Taurus and all model years in our

database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Taurus
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Ford Taurus. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford
Taurus. Review Features Competitors Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Which Taurus does Edmunds recommend? The
Taurus is reasonably priced, with trim levels and features more or less matching up with the
Chevrolet Impala, and it costs thousands less than a Toyota Avalon or Kia Cadenza. However,
the Taurus' full-size competitors generally have nicer interiors, don't feel as heavy and are
roomier. The range-topping Taurus SHO is the only standout in the lineup, with a sport-tuned
suspension and powerful engine that overcomes the Taurus' otherwise wallowy, sluggish
driving experience. For the same money, however, enthusiasts can choose between two V8s in
the Dodge Charger. Each vehicle typically comes in multiple versions that are fundamentally
similar. Scorecard Overall 6. If Ford hadn't called it the SHO, this Taurus would have acquitted
itself nicely with a good balance of power, braking and solid drivability. But as a SHO, and a
sport sedan, it comes up a bit flat with uninvolved steering and handling and much too tall
gearing. Whether from a standing start or a roll, there's good thrust on tap. But tall gearing dulls
the edge of the 3. It does pull hard enough to reach 60 mph in 5. In daily use, the SHO's brakes
proved more than adequate to deal with the car's considerable weight. Sure, the pedal felt a bit
squishy underfoot, but modulation was good enough that smooth and consistent stops were
easy to make. Our panic-stop test from 60 mph came in at feet, an unremarkable result. Its thin
rim makes the wheel awkward to grip. There's a satisfying heft to the steering, but it's artificial
and it doesn't translate into the feel you need to judge a corner properly. That said, the Taurus
is as easy to steer on back roads as it is around town, provided you're not going too quickly.
The Taurus SHO is a bit of fun for a big car so long as you're not trying to hustle it. It stays
relatively flat and composed up to a certain point, even through transitions. The tires offer
decent grip, too, but you'll run out of seat side support well before then. The six-speed
automatic is a bit dated but refreshingly straightforward, never second-guessing itself or
tripping over one too many gears. A shorter ratio would wake up the car and make it livelier. But
as it is, the SHO is a relaxed and capable cruiser, even in Sport mode. If you happen to be the
right height, the Taurus will impress you with a well-controlled ride and almost zero wind and
road noise. But should you be above-average height, the wacky seating position will override
most of its strengths. The seats are fairly cushy, but they lack lateral support. We'd say that
about a regular Taurus, but it's a bigger deal in a SHO. The high front and rear seating
positioning feel confining, though that's not a physical comfort issue. The front seats are
cooled and heated, and the rear seats are heated. The ride seems pretty smooth. And even
though the SHO is a fairly big car, it's never sloppy, keeping pretty good control of itself. Most
surfaces don't faze the Taurus, and the big Ford soaks up quite a lot. Cornering is also
commendably flat up to a moderate pace. Only extremely coarse pavement manages to make
any significant noise in the cabin. Otherwise, the Taurus provides a fairly quiet interior. The

engine is well-isolated, and wind noise is minimal. The climate control looks very dated with
basic physical controls circa More detailed adjustments must be made via the digital interface.
The driver's vents serve only to cool the steering wheel area, and the noisy rear vents can't be
shut off, only closed. It's difficult to put our fingers on what makes this interior so unsatisfying,
but it might be because we don't have enough fingers. The inside of the Taurus is an
automotive anomaly, from the downright weird front seats to the inexplicably high rear seats
and the time warp control interfaces. It's clear the Taurus was not designed to accommodate
some of the controls it now carries â€” see the rear window shade and lane keeping assist
buttons located in the ashtray. While most of the controls are straightforward, they look and feel
dated. The touchscreen does most of the heavy lifting. Thanks to a high floor and a much higher
than typical seating position, you can almost walk into either the front or back seats. Those with
limited mobility will appreciate that. The tall doors extend below the sills, keeping pant legs
clean when the weather gets messy. This position is just bizarre. The seat sits inexplicably high,
and anyone over average height towers over the dashboard. Adjustable pedals are a nice touch,
but the steering wheel hardly telescopes, so taller drivers have their knees pressed against the
dash. None of our editors ever felt comfortable. Front passengers have adequate head- and
shoulder room, but the strange seating position makes it feel as if most of the room is below
you. Rear passengers have very little headroom because of the stadium-like seating. Rear
legroom isn't what it should be in such a large car either. The high seating position gives you a
commanding view of the road ahead, but that's the only direction where visibility is any good.
The narrow side windows and thick pillars cut down on side visibility, while a small rear window
limits the view out the back. Fit and finish on the SHO is good, both inside and out. Plastic
covers all click nicely into place, and there are no squeaks or rattles even over broken road
surfaces. The Taurus SHO makes good use of its size, for the most part. There's certainly a big
enough trunk for four golf bags, but the cabin is a mish-mash of oddly shaped bins and wasted
space. The seemingly random array of center console storage, with two sets of cupholders and
a center bin set well behind the driver's elbow, is a bit puzzling in such a large car. Front door
pockets are very accommodating, but the ones in the back aren't quite as big. With Child safety
seat accommodation 8. Accommodation comment: Mounting a car seat won't be much of an
ordeal due to wide rear door access, but the somewhat narrow outboard rear seats might cause
wider car seats to overlap the seat-belt latches. LATCH anchors, slightly tucked beneath the
cushions, are easy to locate. Ford's Sync 3 might well be the saving grace of a dated interior.
Impressive connectivity and usability make it flexible enough for most any buyer. Be careful
with option packages, as the Driver Assistance package cannot be ordered in conjunction with
the Performance package. Don't let the rest of the somewhat dated interior put you off. While
the audio system does have some power, it won't impress true audiophiles. We experienced no
drops in connection. Our tester had the optional Driver Assist package, which includes adaptive
cruise control, lane keeping assist, active park assist and forward collision warning. Disabling
stability control is only available with the Performance package. The adaptive cruise system
was satisfactory and free of quirks. Ford's Sync 3 voice controls worked consistently and
quickly, and we found them to be a decent substitute for pressing buttons. Apple CarPlay users
have the additional option of Siri voice commands. Sponsored cars related to the Taurus.
Trending topics in reviews comfort driving experience road noise fuel efficiency. Most helpful
consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Nice flashy car; fast too. Safety Our experts like the Taurus
models: Active Park Assist Guides the Taurus into an adjacent parallel parking spot using
proximity sensors and automated steering. Collision Warning with Brake Support Warns the
driver and automatically applies the brakes if advanced safety systems determine a front
collision is imminent. Blind-Spot Information System Illuminates a light on the side mirrors
when a vehicle enters the Taurus' blind spot. Sounds an alert if the turn signal is activated. Side
Impact Test Good. Ford Taurus vs. Ford Fusion The Ford Fusion is the Taurus' smaller sibling,
but passengers might actually find it more spacious. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The
Edmunds experts tested the Taurus both on the road and at the track, giving it a 6. You
probably care about Ford Taurus fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Taurus gets
an EPA-estimated 19 mpg to 21 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo
capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the
Taurus has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford
Taurus is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners
and reveal what it's like to live with the Taurus. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Taurus's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford Taurus is a
good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Taurus and gave it a 6. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether

the Taurus is a good car for you. Other versions include: Limited 4dr Sedan 3. If you're
interested in the Ford Taurus, the next question is, which Taurus model is right for you? Taurus
variants include Limited 4dr Sedan 3. More about the Ford Taurus "They don't make 'em like
they used to. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
1981 yamaha golf cart
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toyota yaris haynes manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

